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Abstract
Background

Evidence on the safety and effectiveness of non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants (NOACs) in atrial �brillation (AF) patients with cancer is rather
limited, so we performed this meta-analysis to compare the e�cacy and safety of NOACs with vitamin K antagonists (VKAs) in real-world patients with AF and
cancer.

Methods

The PubMed and Embase databases were searched up to June 2020 for eligible studies. Outputs were presented as risk ratios (RRs) and corresponding 95%
con�dence intervals (CIs) using a random-effects model.

Results

A total of �ve observational studies involving 232,234 cancer patients with AF were included. Compared with VKAs, use of NOACs was associated with
decreased risks of stroke or systemic embolism (RR, 0.79; 95% CI 0.69-0.90), ischaemic stroke (RR, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.72-0.93), venous thromboembolism (VTE)
(RR, 0.28; 95% CI 0.14-0.53), all-cause death (RR, 0.57; 95% CI 0.50-0.64), major bleeding (RR, 0.60; 95% CI 0.51-0.72) and intracranial or gastrointestinal
bleeding (RR, 0.61; 95% CI, 0.51-0.73). In subgroup analysis, all NOACs showed similar rates of stroke or systemic embolism, ischaemic stroke but reduced
rates of all-cause death, major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding compared to VKAs.

Conclusions

In this combined analysis of real-world observational studies, NOACs showed lower risks of stroke or systemic embolism, ischaemic stroke, VTE, all-cause
death and reduced rates of major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding compared to VKAs in patients with AF and cancer.

1. Introduction
Atrial �brillation (AF), inducing a �ve-fold increase in thromboembolic risk[1], is the most common cardiac arrhythmia. AF commonly occurs in cancer patients
due to a hypercoagulable state[2, 3], anticancer drugs or chest surgery[4, 5]. Cancer patients are at high risk of morbidity and mortality due to thrombosis and
bleeding[6, 7]. The risks of both thromboembolic and bleeding incidents are higher in AF patients with cancer compared to those free of cancer[8–12]. Therefore,
the optimization of anticoagulation therapy is particularly important in reducing the risk of both thrombotic and bleeding complications in AF patients with
cancer.

Warfarin is the most commonly prescribed anticoagulant in prevention of thrombosis among AF patients. However, warfarin therapy remains challenging in
AF patients with caner because of the metabolic interactions with chemotherapy, chemotherapy-induced thrombocytopenia, and the frequent need for surgical
or invasive procedures[13]. Non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants (NOACs)are an alternative approach for stroke prevention in non-valvular AF (NVAF)
patients. There are currently four NOACs available: factor Xa inhibitors (edoxaban, apixaban, and rivaroxaban) and direct thrombin inhibitor
(dabigatran),which are considered as effective and safe as VKAs[14–16].

Although the e�cacy and safety of NOACs in patients with venous thromboembolism and cancer has been well presented[17, 18], data of NOACs therapy in AF
patients with cancer is extremely limited. There is little controlled data on the use of NOACs of these population because the active cancer is usually an
exclusion criterion in randomized NOAC trials[19, 20].

Therefore, data comparing the e�cacy and safety of NOACs to VKAs is post hoc analysis of randomized clinical trials (RCTs)[21–23]. There were three meta-
analyses assessing the performance of NOACs versus warfarin with the post hoc analysis data of RCTs and observational studies[24–26]. However, clinical trial
populations are selected due to overly restrictive eligibility criteria and do not re�ect all demographic features. Therefore, it’s imperative to assess the e�cacy
and safety pro�les of NOACs in real-world settings from observational studies. In this context, we performed an up-dated meta-analysis in observational
studies of real-world representative populations to compare the e�cacy and safety of NOACs with VKAs in NVAF patients with cancer.

2. Methods
The current analysis was performed according to the Meta-Analysis Of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE)[27]. There was no need to provide the
ethical approval because all studies included for meta-analysis have been published already.

2.1. Database and search
We performed a systematic search in PubMed and Embase electronic database until June 2020 for relevant studies comparing the effect of any NOAC
(apixaban, dabigatran, edoxaban or rivaroxaban) versus VKA in AF patients with cancer. The searching strategy was conducted by combining four kinds of
search terms − 1)”Atrial �brillation” or “AF”AND 2) “cancer” or “carcinoma” AND 3) vitamin K antagonists OR warfarin AND 4) "new oral anticoagulants" or "non
vitamin k antagonist oral anticoagulants" or "rivaroxaban" or "apixaban" or "edoxaban" or "dabigatran" or oral factor “ a inhibitors” or “ oral factor a
inhibitors”. We did not exclude any study due to linguistic restrictions and the references of retrieved studies were screened to identify additional reports which
may have been neglected. The electronic search strategies are provided in Supplementary Table S1.

2.2. Selection and criteria
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Studies were considered to be eligible meeting the following criteria:1) Study design: observational studies; 2)Study population: AF patients with cancer; 3)
Interventions: any NOAC(apixaban, dabigatran, edoxaban or rivaroxaban) compared to vitamin K antagonists or warfarin; 4) Outcomes: studies reported at
least one of the e�cacy or safety outcomes. E�cacy included stroke or systemic embolism (SSE), ischaemic stroke (IS), venous thromboembolism (VTE) and
all-cause death, and safety outcomes included major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) articles such as systemic reviews, case reports and conference abstracts; 2) clinical trials; 3) no data about
endpoints and 4) absence of control groups.

2.3. E�cacy and safety outcomes
To assess the e�cacy and safety of NOACs versus VKA, we included the following clinical outcomes: 1) e�cacy outcomes, including stroke or systemic
embolism (SSE), ischaemic stroke (IS), venous thromboembolism(VTE)[28] and all-cause death; 2) safety outcomes, including major bleeding, according to the
de�nition of original research (e.g., International Society on Thrombosis and Hemostasis criteria) [29],and and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding.

2.4. Data extraction and quality assessment
All of the retrieved articles were assessed by two reviewers ( Bo Cao and Xiaobo Hu) independently. Titles and abstracts were screened for eligibility and then
the full texts were reviewed in detail. The �nal selection of studies was performed by consensus. The extracted data included the �rst author’s name, the year
of publication, design, time period, patient characteristics, population size, treatment, control, type of cancer and follow-up duration. The Newcastle-Ottawa
Scale (NOS) was used to assess the quality of the included observational studies, which includes three components: selection(0–4 points), comparability(0–2
points) and the assessment of the outcome(0–3 points). The speci�c information is presented in Supplementary Table S2.

2.5. Statistical analysis
All of the statistical analyses were performed by using the Review Manager 5.3 software (the Nordic Cochrane Center, Rigshospitalet, Denmark) and Stata
software (version 14.0, Stata Corp LP, College Station, TX). The risk ratio (RR) with 95% con�dence interval (CI) was calculated for each included study, and
then pooled by a random-effects model using the Mantel-Haenszel method. The Cochrane Q test and I2 statistic were the most commonly used statistical
methods to evaluate heterogeneity,where P < 0.1 and I2 > 50% indicated a substantial heterogeneity, respectively. In the sensitivity analysis, method of
exclusion of one study at a time was used. We also performed the subgroup analysis based on the type of NOAC (apixaban, dabigatran or rivaroxaban). A
value of P < 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant.

3. Results

3.1. Description of included studies
Database search generated 127 related articles and 5 studies[30–34]were identi�ed for analysis after exclusion according to the eligibility criteria (Fig. 1). All
studies were retrospective and included a total of 232,234 patients, 44,739 were treated with NOACs and the remaining 187,495 with VKAs. The baseline
characteristics of the included studies are shown in Table1. All included studies had an acceptable quality with an (NOS score ≥ 6). De�nitions of safety and
e�cacy endpoints in the 5 included studies were presented in Supplementary Table S3.
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Table 1
Baseline characteristics of included studies

Study Study design Period Clinical
Characteristics

Population Age(years) Female(%) ChA2DS2-
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Treatment Control Ty
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Retrospective
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Shah
2018

Retrospective
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non-valvular
AF ,cancer

22862 74.9 40 4.4 apixaban,
rivaroxaban,dabigatran

warfarin Bre
ga
(12
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he

oth

Yasui
2019

Retrospective
cohort

01/2014-
12/2016

AF,active
cancer

224 72.7 12.5 3.1 apixaban,
rivaroxaban,dabigatran

warfarin Ga
Lu
Ge
nec

Bre
He
Oth

Sawant
2019

Retrospective
cohort

01/2010-
12/2015

AF,active
cancer

196517 76 1.9 - apixaban,
rivaroxaban,dabigatran

warfarin -

3.2. The e�cacy of NOACs versus VKAs
As presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. S1, the rates of stroke or systemic embolism were 10.7% in patients treated with NOACs versus 12.9% in those on VKAs,
showing the decreased risk of SSE for NOACs users compared with VKAs (RR, 0.79; 95% CI, 0.69–0.90; I2 = 86%). The incidence of ischaemic stroke was
signi�cantly different between NOACs and VKAs (10.1% vs 11.82%; RR, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.72–0.93; I2 = 85%). In two studies reporting venous thromboembolism,
the use of NOACs was associated with reduced risk of VTE (2.4% vs 5.9%, RR, 0.28; 95% CI, 0.14–0.53; I2 = 92%) compared with VKAs. All-cause death was
reported in two studies, and the incidence was signi�cantly reduced in the NOACs group (25.9% vs 44.8% in the VKAs group; RR, 0.57; 95% CI, 0.50–0.64; I2 = 
95% ).

3.3. The safety of NOACs versus VKAs
Major bleeding was reported in all included studies as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. S1, the rate of major bleeding was signi�cant lower in people treated with
NOACs compared to VKAs (1.06% vs 1.61%, RR, 0.60; 95% CI, 0.51–0.72; I2 = 59%). Intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding occurred in 1.0% of patients
receiving NOACs and in 1.46% of those on VKAs (RR, 0.61; 95% CI, 0.51–0.73; I2 = 59%).

3.4. Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis was performed in analyzing the risk of stroke or systemic and major bleeding in NOACs versus VKAs, and the pooled effect results did
not change when any individual included study was deleted at a time (Fig. S7), which indicated a reliable results.

3.5. Subgroup analysis and publication bias
The subgroup analysis was performed based on NOAC type, showing that apixaban, dabigatran or rivaroxaban had similar risks of SSE (Fig. S2) or IS (Fig.
S3), but lower rates of all-cause death (Fig. S4) compared with VKAs. In the safety outcome comparison of NOACs versus VKAs, all NOAC was associated with
reduced risks of major bleeding (Fig. S5) and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding (Fig. S6) irrespective of NOAC type. It is di�cult to evaluate publication
bias with a funnel plot in analyses that include < 10 studies, so we did not perform the publication bias analysis.

4. Discussion
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In this meta-analysis of real-world observational studies, use of NOACs was associated with signi�cant lower risks of stroke or systemic embolism, ischaemic
stroke, VTE, all-cause death, major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding compared to VKAs in AF patients with cancer. In subgroup analysis
based on the type of NOACs, individual NOAC(apixaban, rivaroxaban or dabigatran) all showed similar rates of stroke or systemic embolism and ischaemic
stroke, but lower rates of all-cause death, major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding compared to VKAs.

The results are discordant from previous meta-analyses[24–26],which showed similar or lower rates of thromboembolic and bleeding events for NOACs users
versus VKAs in AF patients with cancer. The results of Deng[26] showed the noninferior e�cacy and safety of NOACs compared with VKAs but with wide
con�dence intervals and only borderline signi�cant reductions in ischaemic stroke and major bleeding. Moreover, in Cavallari’s meta-analysis[25], there were no
signi�cant reductions in thromboembolic events or major bleeding. Three studies of post hoc analysis of the NOAC seminal trials,i.e., ARISTOTLE[35],
ROCKETAF[36], ENGAGE AF-TIMI48[37] were all included and pooled separately[25]or together[24, 26] with observational studies in these meta-analyses. However,
participants in randomized clinical trials do not always represent the patients in real-world settings. Therefore, in our meta-analysis, only the real-world
observational studies were included and we have extended the research period to June 2020, with much larger number of patients (232,234) in real-life
settings.

Compared with pooled analysis of three NOAC seminal trials[26], the rates of stroke or systemic embolism, ischaemic stroke, VTE and all-cause death were
much higher while the risks of major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding were much lower(Fig. S1) in our combined analysis of real-world
observational studies. The difference could be explained by the more restricted clinical trial populations and the more controlled clinical environment in the
follow-up daily practice in the clinical trials compared with real-life settings. In addition, there were no signi�cant reductions in rates of thromboembolic events
or bleeding events in patients receiving NOACs compared to those on VKAs in the pooled analysis of 3 RCTs[26]. However, our combined analysis of the
observational studies revealed signi�cant lower risks of both thromboembolic and bleeding events in NOACs group versus VKAs, indicating a better e�cacy
and safety pro�le of NOACs compared with VKAs in real-world AF patients with cancer.

In the aging population, the incidence and prevalence of AF, VTE and cancer is increasing and evidence shows that there is higher risk of VTE and AF in cancer
patients[38, 39]. Indeed, thrombotic events are the second leading cause of mortality in patients with malignancy as approximately 20% of all VTE cases occur
in patients with cancer[40, 41]. Possible mechanism for higher prevalence of AF in cancer patients is autoimmune paraneoplastic syndrome, autonomic nervous
dysfunction, systemic in�ammation and a hypercoagulable state promoted by releasing �brinolytic and procoagulant agents in this patient population[42].
Thus, the risk of thromboembolism in patients with AF and cancer would be higher and the optimized anticoagulant therapy should be explored. The SSC
ISTH guidance from August 2019 recommends the use of a NOACs over a VKA in patients on chemotherapy with newly diagnosed AF and individualized
anticoagulation is recommended based wherever possible on the risk of stroke, bleeding, and patient values. However, the effect of NOACs might be interfered
by the anticancer drugs in patients undergoing chemotherapy as these agents are inhibitors or inducers of P-glycoprotein or CYP3A4[43]. Therefore, the drug-to-
drug interactions should be taken into consideration when NOACs are used in these patients.

We noticed that the statistical heterogeneity was signi�cant across the included cohorts in some comparisons, however, the pooled results did not change in
the sensitivity analysis, indicating that our results were reliable. Nevertheless, confouners do exist due to the nature of real-world data. First, the population
across the included studies was heterogeneous, that two studies were Asians, two were Americans and one study was European patients. Despite the mainly
same basic characteristics, patients in Sawant’s study[32] were mainly males (98.1%) as its population was selected from the veteran’s affairs database and
there’s also low proportion of female (12.5%) in Yasui’s study[34], which were different from three other cohorts with a mainly female proportion of 30–40%.
Second, the type and dose of NOACs were different among these studies. The Danish cohort study[31] did not de�ne which type of NOACs or VKAs was used,
and patients in Kim’s[30] study used both full and reduced-dose of NOACs compared to warfarin. In addition, type of cancer and stage, the anticancer
medication and type of chemotherapy drugs were also different across included studies, which may also count for the heterogeneity. Therefore, the effect of
NOACs versus VKAs in AF and cancer should be further investigated for the optimal anticoagulation strategies taken the heterogeneity into consideration.

The subgroup analysis based on the NOAC type found that apixaban, rivaroxaban, or dabigatran had similar risks of stroke or systemic embolism, ischaemic
stroke but reduced risks of all-cause death, major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding compared with VKAs. However, it was notable that the
risks of stroke or systemic embolism and ischaemic stroke were reduced when the data was pooled compared with VKAs. It might be explained by the limited
number of studies, and even fewer studies analyzed in the subgroup analysis. Thus, further well-controlled large-scale studies would be needed to con�rm the
corresponding results. Overall, this meta-analysis of observational studies with more than 230,000 AF patients with cancer in real-world data showed better
e�cacy and safety pro�les of NOACs compared to VKAs.

Limitations

Several limitations should be acknowledged in this meta-analysis. First, the heterogenicity of cancer, i.e., the cancer type, cancer staging and the
chemotherapy drug, might result in bias. Second, the time in therapeutic range was not considered because only one included study[33] reported it in patients
receiving VKAs. Third, residual confounders from unmeasured variables might exist due to the nature of real-world data. Fourth, two of the included cohorts
had a relatively small number of study populations, which may limit the analytical power. Finally, the included observational studies were all retrospective, and
high-quality prospective cohorts studies maybe required to con�rm our �ndings.

Conclusions
Based on published real-world studies, NOACs showed lower risks of stroke or systemic embolism, ischaemic stroke, VTE, all-cause death and reduced rates of
major bleeding and intracranial or gastrointestinal bleeding compared to VKAs irrespective of NOAC type in patients with AF and cancer.
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Figures

Figure 1

Flowchart diagram illustrating study selection methodology.
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Figure 2

Forest plot comparing NOACs vs VKAs regarding the e�cacy outcomes in cancer patients with AF. AF, atrial �brillation; SSE, stroke or systemic embolism; IS,
ischaemic stroke; VTE, venous thromboembolism; NOACs, non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants; VKAs, vitamin K antagonists; API, apixaban; RIV,
rivaroxaban; DAB, dabigatran.
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Figure 3

Forest plot comparing NOACs vs VKAs regarding the safety outcomes in cancer patients with AF. AF, atrial �brillation; NOACs, non-vitamin K antagonist oral
anticoagulants; VKAs, vitamin K antagonists; API, apixaban; RIV, rivaroxaban; DAB, dabigatran.
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